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PRESBYTERIAN LADIES'
COLLEGE INC.
Peppermint Grove, Western Australia

I have just finished editing articles written by
girls of the second grade and as I read through the
reasons why they enjoy school I am afraid a feeling
of sadness came over me as I thought of children
of that age "loving skool" -enjoying every minute
of painting and printing and playing. They are all
so eager and enthusiastic, so open to any new
ideas, and "fun" is the operative word of their
life here at P.L.e. at the moment.
I am sad because I too, together with most of my
contemporaries was eager and enthusiastic that
first terrifying but exciting day some twelve years
ago when I started school. But somehow over the
years my eagerness, zealousness and freshness of
mind have slowly but very surely evaporated and
although I have perhaps become more learned I
could feel my opinions about school becoming less

and less favourable due to seemingly pointless
examinations, endless piles of textbooks and
demanding teachers who would not or perhaps
could not understand the despair I felt at seeing the
very precious process of learning become boring,
monotonous and a complete waste of time to
those who want to simply enjoy life and make the
most of what I consider to be the most important
years of one's development-those from the age
of six to seventeen. It seems cruel and inhuman to
destroy a six-year-old's love of school for the
sake of better marks and higher pass rates and as I
look back on my school life I wish I could have
traded some of my pleasing reports and satisfying
examination results for just a little of that first
grade joy of discovery and love of learning.
I only wish we could all-politicians, educationalists, teachers and students alike-go back to
that magical time right at the beginning of school
to recapture some of the pleasures of education
and, together with our advanced, technological
knowledge try to retain this magic right through our
school lives so that we might be happy, contented
and knowledgable people without the frustration
and depression of knowing that more than a
decade of our lives has been badly spent-years
tolerated but not "lived" -and so that we can be
people with the educated energy and drive which
the world so desperately needs.

Meet the Press
Standing, I. to r.: j. Wilkinson, H. Cambridge, j. Barry.
Sitting, I. to r.: K. Dowland,S. A. Turner (editor), W. Carlin.

Special Thanks ...
. . . to those men who really do the "dirty work"
around the school: cleaning up after us and
helping the battered grass and shrubs to recover
from the daily onslaught of trampling feet and
unwanted sardine sandwiches . . . Thank you,
Mr. Harvey, Mr. Snell, and others, whose only
reward is to see all of us clear out for thirteen
happy, carefree weeks of the year.
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SPEECH NIGHT, 1972
Speech Night 1972 was the most successful held
in the school grounds. The new buildings provided
a striking background as, for the first time, Speech
Night was held in the quadrangle-which has
become the centre of the "new" school. Perfect
weather, previously sadly lacking at outdoor
Speech Nights also contributed to the success
of the evening.
Entertainment was provided by the First Year
Recorder Group and the Folk Group, representing
the cultural activities of the school. The addresses
by Alison Craig and Faye Sassella gave an
opportunity for girls completing their education at
P.L.C to relate their experiences as seniors. Mr.
Benson then presented his report on behalf of the
School Council. Miss Barr's address emphasized the
new enthusiasm and achievements at the school

but also pointed out that many improvements
could be made in behaviour and participation.
One of the guests for the evening, the Moderator of
the Presbyterian Church in W.A., Mr. Birch, gave
a humorous but enlightening address touching on
subjects including the trials of college life.
The prizes were presented by Miss Harrington-a
respected and long serving member of the staff.
The vote of thanks was given by Heather
Finch-one of the two Duxes of the School
for 1972.
The official part of the evening over, supper was
then enjoyed (especially by the boarders) in the
undercroft beneath the new library where girls,
staff and parents mixed in a relaxed and happy
atmosphere.

SONG BIRDS
The songbirds of P.L.C have increased considerably in numbers this year. (Perhaps the promise of
Scotch College's participation in P.L.C Choir
appearances drew this sudden and overwhelming
response?) Mrs. Wilkin has managed, over the year,
to coax melodious strains from every choir member
and, with much practice and organized screams,

to prepare for numerous appearances: at the
School Fete, the School Church Service, school
assemblies, and in an anthem contest shown
on Channel 7 and played on 61X. In Third Term, the
choir was again filmed by Channel 2 in conjunction
with other Presbyterian Church choirs.
Result: big heads and over-developed larynxes.

GOLDFIELDS TOUR
During the first week of the May holidays,
thirty-two P.L.C. girls, along with Mrs. Hunt, Mrs.
Binsted, Miss Albany and Alison Prince, went on
a six-day tour of the Eastern Goldfields; our home
base being the Youth Hostel in Coolgardie. We

visited areas of natural interest, as well as mining
towns and ghost towns. Perhaps our impressions
can be most easily summed up in a series of rhyming
couplets, scribbled with difficulty on the way back.

Poem Written by the Heavenly Twins
on the Way Home from the Eastern Goldfields
No jelly-beans on a west-bound bus,
A carved snake-symbol, memories and us.
No more red dust all over our school bags
Our socks are nothing but grimy rags.
I learnt some words from a tipsy Russian.
No more snoring and sneezing and hushin',
No more queuing for the showers and loos,
No more smell of Vladimir's booze.
The Goldfields are hot and silent and dusty,
The nights are cold; the machinery is rusty.
No more hunting for kettles and stones,
No more searching for bottles and bones.
I hurt my foot and caught a cold,
And held a brick of heavy gold.
No more cold potatoes, pumpkins and peas.
Goodbye to Elmer and the scarlet trees.
We went to bed at nine, the cooks got up at five;
Coolgardie is a ghost town but the pub is
still alive.
Last night was a concert and a midnight feast,
And now we're going home-farewell to the East.
So it's spassiba to Rod and dasvideinya to Vlad.
We are going home and I think that we are sad.
Castara and Polly

SCHOOL SERVICE
This year, the School Service fell exactly on the
anniversary of the foundation day of the schoolAugust 19th-and was, as usual, celebrated at
St. Andrews.
The service was led by Reverend Richard
McCracken, the Minister of St. Andrews, who also
gave the address. He was assisted by the School
Chaplain, Rev. L. G. Mailey.
The choir, under the supervision of Mrs. P.

Wilkin, enriched and brightened the Service with
"Ye Gates Lift Up Your Heads", "For He Shall Give
His Angels Charge", aild the traditional "God Be
In My Head".
Shelly Brandenburg and Jan Anderson read
extracts from the Old and New Testaments
respectively.
The attendance of many people interested in
P.L.e. gave a greater feeling of unity to the occasion.
5

P.L.C's NIGHT OUT
It was a year of change as far as the
Annual Student Councillors Dance for 1973 was
concerned.
The change of venue (to Melville Civic Centre),
the revision of decorative ideas and trends and a
much larger number of students, staff and their
partners made for a totally new "feel" to the

evening-an atmosphere of casual formality which
is the only way to describe more than 200 formally
attired couples obviously enjoying themselves,
the band, the supper, and the surroundings to the
fullest, and generally making the most of what is
perhaps the most popular school function of
the year.

INTER-SCHOOL GYMKHANA
One sport that has been gaining increasing
importance in interschool competition is the
Interschool Gymkhana.
This competition, as in previous years, was held
at the Claremont Showgrounds on the 11th of
August. Fortunately the weather permitted all
riders to perform creditably and all girls should be
congratulated on the presentation of both horse
and rider.
P.L.C had thirteen riders competing who per-

formed very well and managed to take off places
in almost every event entered for.
Thanks go to Miss Dalley, Mrs. Day and all the
girls who helped before and during the gymkhanaespecially those who got themselves out of bed
at the very early hours of the morning.
We hope the gymkhana will continue to run
efficiently in future years and the best of luck to
those who will be competing or organizing.

NEW MONEYMAKERS
1973 saw another group of fifteen sub-leaving
girls launch into big business by competing in the
Business Game-the game where fortunes are
won or lost in classrooms all over the State.
Painfully and almost invariably too late, the three
teams learnt the wisdom of investment in marketing
and plant and the horrors of short term loans.
Despite losses running into six figures, two teams
reached the semi-finals but congratulations go to
Morley High School who were the eventual winners.
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A visit to I.CL. Computers, who, in conjunction
with the Institute of Chartered Accountants
organized the game, was arranged for the teams
and proved educational and interesting.
Thanks go to Mrs. Van Dongen and Miss Lewis
who provided invaluable experience in pointing
out traps for young players. The game was greatly
enjoyed by all who took part and gave prospective
company directors a glimpse into the intricacies
of the financial world.

FASHION PARADE
On the night of Friday the 17th of August girls
from the leaving year presented fashions, lent
to the school by the Australian Wool Board and
Boutique in Nedlands, the proceeds from which
were to go to purchasing new pianos for the school.
It was a very entertaining evening and, apart
from the compere making a few "woolly" blunders
with her cards, the evening went quite smoothly.
The hall was beautifully decorated by mothers of
P.L.C girls and really gave the proceedings a very
festive atmosphere.
The parade was yet another event of 1973 which
would be pleasing to see every year due to the
overall enjoyment derived from both "paraders"
and audience alike.

OPEN HOUSE

VISIT OF THE CHURCH ASSEMBLY
On Friday, 5th October, the school was visited
by members of the Assembly of the Presbyterian
Church and their wives.
After hearing various speakers on numerous
aspects of the school, and viewing activities by a
Third Year spoken English class, the visitors were
shown around the new buildings, the Art and
Craft Centre and the gymnasium where they
shared with the rest of the school a special
assembly, in which girls of the school and members
of the Church Assembly such as the Moderator
of the Presbyterian Church in WA, Mr. Birch,
and the Moderator-Elect, Mr. McGregor, participated.
The activities of the afternoon were concluded
with an afternoon tea provided by the Mothers'
Auxiliary and enjoyed by the visitors, staff and
Student Council of the school. Biscuits and
sandwiches were prepared by the cookery classes.

On Thursday night, 4th October, P.L.C opened
its doors to parents, girls and many other visitors
with a display of gym, dance, singing and drama.
The Art and Craft Centre of the school was also
open to the public with its displays of pottery,
weaving, basket-making, copper enamelling and
paintings.
The evening was highly successful in its colourful
and interesting display of the abilities of many
students in all forms of Art.

THE PERSUADERS
Non-achievement is perhaps the word which
best describes the record of the Debating Club this
year but fortunately this can best be attributed to
lack of time rather than any shortage of energetic
enthusiasm on the part of all those concerned.
Social debating suffered the most in this respect
and apart from a few very enjoyable evenings at
Scotch College and Fremantle Prison, debates
outside the school were non-existent throughout
most of the year.
The highlights of the 1973 debating year were the
interhouse competition which took an important
step forward this year due to the support of staff
and students; the West Australian Debating
Federation competition which proved exciting and
satisfying for both junior and senior teams although
eventual victory remained out of reach for yet
another year; and the trials held in order to select
the Western Australian school students' team
which resulted in the inclusion of a P.L.C student
in the team which competed in Brisbane in July and
in the Australian team which toured New Zealand in
September.
Another successful P.L.C student was Christine
Napier who won the junior section of the Rotary
Public Speaking contest in first term.
With the creation of the Arts Committee it
is hoped that debating and public speaking will
increase in numbers and support and will attain the
very high standard of which P.L.C is more than
capable.
Sue Anne Turner, President
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THE
BLOWIES

o
o

The problem of blowfish around the coast of
Western Australia stimulated a group of fourth year
physics students to try to find a means of utilizing
them. Our first idea was to manufacture fertilizer
from the blowfish pulp. The blowfish were caught
and then minced in a meat mincer clonated by one
girl's mother. Countless experiments followed producing a repulsive odour, innumerable maggots and
on the whole, dead plants. At last we came to the
conclusion that the blowies would have to be dried
before use. We also thought it would be advisable
to try to reduce the odour if we wished to retain the
use of the physics laboratory. To achieve both
these ends we boiled the minced fish in a closed
container, drained the excess liquid off and cooked
the remainder over a hot-plate. At the end of this
process the blowfish had the texture of a paste
and smelled rather like sardines. After grinding
the paste for a few hours it became a coarse
powder-success at last.
A meeting of the club was called to decide what
our next step would be. A suggestion that we could
use the blowfish for chicken feed was considered
to be more feasible than the fertilizer scheme so
we went ahead with that. Our main worry concerning the food was that blowfish are poisonous.
We didn't know whether our cooking and drying
process had detoxificated the poison. To find out,
we fed two elderly hens on blowfish for two weeks.
They suffered no noticeable ill effects.
At this stage the research became a little
advanced for us-percentage protein tests and
more extensive animal trials were beyond our
means and knowledge. However, our physics
teacher, Mr. Patacsy, who has helped us a tremendous amount throughout this project, is hoping to
do some more research into the commercial
uses of blowies next year.
Wendy Carlin, President

PARENTS' ASSOCIATION
This year there were many highlights, supplemented by several other activities and events,
which resulted in a full year for the Association
and benefits to the school. The major events
were the Fete, Arbor Day, Karmel Report implications and Miss Barr's working study leave.
Fete

Notable for its happy, co-operative atmosphere,
the Fete made a profit of slightly in excess of
$4,000, from which allocations have been made
for Arts and Craft equipment, to the boarders,
musical instruments and an amount put aside
for modifications to No.8.
Arbor Day

The response, particularly by country parents,
was very reassuring and the first stage was brought
to fruition on Arbor Day on the last day of Second
Term. Now that. these areas have been improved,
it is anticipated that the remaining work will
proceed smoothly and rapidly.
Karmel Report
The feelings of pride with the "A" classification
were happily supplanted by those of relief when
the results of the re-c1assification were announcedin which the school received a "C" rating. This
makes a substantial effect on the school's financ~s
and removes a serious problem for the council.
Miss Barr's Working Study leave

This deserves special mention in these notes
because the information and experience by Miss
Barr will serve the school extremely well in the
future. The study leave enabled Miss Barr to see
the trends occurring in England and Canada at
first hand, which will be beneficial as the school
develops.
Many other activities were undertaken, all of
which played their significant part. A big effort is
being made to make the Boarding House more
homelike eventually. Problems were discussed at a
boarders' afternoon tea. This led to many useful
suggestions. Funds for the amenities were obtained
from the boarders' stall at the Fete, and the Market
at the beginning of third term. It is felt that these
are just tl:1e beginning of better things to improve
the Boarding House life.

The Community Service Option was very
successful and the Association is grateful to the
drivers who assisted.
The working bees at the Junior School and
Kindergarten saw the adventure playground
develop and reach fruition.
The Mothers' Auxiliary had an active year,
culminating in the Dinner Dance, but with a lot of
hard work constantly going on in the Canteen
and Swap Shop as well as for the Fete and many
calls for assistance. Those mothers who give so
willingly of their time in the Canteen and in other
areas are much appreciated.
Apart from the donations from the Fete proceeds,
the following have been presented to the school:
library books for Senior and Junior libraries,
gym mats, musical instruments, barbecues,
improvements to the Swap Shop, and other items
which provide needed amenities and enrich the
school life.
Finally, we must thank all the many donors to the
school through the Parents' Association, to the
fete and to Arbor Day. They are far too numerous
to mention, but their generosity is and will be
much appreciated.

OLD COLLEGIANS' ASSOCIATION
The activities of the Old Collegians' Association
this year have included the Annual Ball held on
Friday, 4th May, at Onslow Lodge, Shenton Park;
the Country luncheon held early in May at "Greycliffe", Burekup, the home of the country Vice
President Mrs. Tasma Rose; and of course the
Annual Dinner on Tuesday, 21st August, at the
Palace Hotel.
In response to a request from the Parents'
Association we turned our hand to scone making
and successfully.ran the afternoon teas stall at
the P.L.C Fete on Saturday, 7th April. Our grateful
thanks to all who supported us, both Old Collegians
and those P.L.C girls who were so willing in the
kitchen.
To our newest Old Collegians-those of you
who are leaving P.L.C this year-we extend to
you an invitation to join us 'in our activities in 1974
and thereafter. We believe our association will be
enriched through your interest and support and we
look forward to meeting you at all our functions
next year.
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melbourne in may

FETE
Arranged and conducted by parents, girls, old girls and staff of the school, the School
Fete was held on Saturday, 7th April, and raised more than $3,000 for the improvement
of the Art, Crafts, Music and other school facilities.

ARBOR DAY
As part of the beautification scheme of the school, devised by Mrs. Jean Verschuer,
the school held its own Arbor Dayan August 22nd of th"is year. On this day over a hundred
trees and shrubs donated by parents and friends of the school were planted throughout
the school grounds.
So far the death rate has been kept to a minimum due to the "know how" of the planters
and careful care on the part of the grounds staff!

JU

Unusual Informality of the

STUDENT COUNCIL
1 lane Lange, 2 K. Bennison, 3 C. Brand, 4 I. Mitchell, 5 S. A.
Turner, 6 H. Hay, 7 S. Brandenburg, 8 /. Anderson, 9 I.
Goldby, 10 K. Giles, 11 M. Graham, 12 A. Rogers, 13 /. Bowen,
14 P. Hendry, 15 I. Digwood, 16 K. Dowland, 17 H. lasper,
18/. Barry, 19 S. Mackay.

"It's a great way to make friendsand enemies."
"We didn't thrive, but survival in
itself is an achievement. 1/

>

"

"We may have failed in most of our
aims and objectives for this year,
but the important thing is that we
tried."
14

"One thing I learnt was that you
can't please any of the people any
of the time!"
lilt was a little dissatisfaction and
a lot of disappointment, but it was
always fun."
"It was a memorable experience and
experience is always the best teacher."

Jan Anderson

STUDENT COUNCIL

Both staff and Student Council set out at the beginning oj the ]ear with
enthusiasm, with ideas they wanted to express, and, although contrary to
many girls' thoughts, genuinely attempting to represent the student body.
But has it succeeded?
Used more often than not as a complaints bod], the Student Council
this ]ear has been concerned with the types if decisions which cater Jor our
bodies and not our minds-Jood, soap and toilet paper were ever dominant
on the agenda.
Although not Jully completed, the idea that all ]ears should be able to
have some Jorm if dance or social has jinally been introduced as, I hope,
a permanent jixture on the P.L.C. calendar ]ear. This achievement is
one we have ]elt vitally necessary and in the past lacking in the broader
sense if education at P.L.C.
With the introduction if Jorm meetings and more student assemblies
we ]eel every member if the school has been given the opportunity to express
individual ideas and whether this was used or abused was the responsibility
oj again, the individual.
Several changes were also made in unifolm, sports awards and general administration of the school.
In the tradition of decades of Head Prefects, I would like to be able to wish' 74s fifth ]ears just good luck. But
luck in itself is insz!fficient Jor coping with the hard work and possible disillusionment which they ma] experience in
the coming]ear. Possible consolation is that like everything else, theJollowing twelve months will pass-much too quickly.

Shelly Bradenburg

BOARDING HOUSE

One oj the grave problems oj boarding house life comes to a head
frequently, every Tuesda] and Frida] at 4 p.m., every other da] at 5 p.m.
and every morning at 730. (Seniors invariably suffer due to the early hour.)
This common crisis caused the Jourth and jifth ]ears to be in dire straits
on the night if the "School Hop". To the bystander it may seem peculiar
when girls if a tender age TUn across View Street clad only in their gymtunics leaving a trail of underwear behind, but to the boarder it is becoming
commonplace.
Things might be worse,. the young male who comes to rescue these
damsels in distress is of the Sir Lancelot breed and brings with him the
answer to all our problems- HO TWA TER.'
(Clue to the above: girls use more hot water than they did. Oil man
sometimes late. System might be ancient?)
However there are more things to life than hot water. Social life Jor the
younger boarders has been better than it was previously with barbeques
Jor second years at Christchurch and Jor second .years with Guildjord in
the hills. No doubt both were a lot ojJunJor all concerned. The seniors have also had varied, wild social calendars
being entertained by Haleians, Aquinians, Wesleyians and Christchurch men,. not to mention the occasional Leeuwin
dances which are always a roaring success. We also had an enjoyable but wet da] at Swanleigh pla]ing various sports
in second term and Jane and I enjoyed a barbeque at Perth College injirst term.
The boarders' stall at the Jete in April was a tremendous success, making a projit if about $300. This was due to
the artistic ability oj ma1ry girls and parents who spared ma1ry hours Jor the cause. The money is at present gaining
interest but will eventually be spent on Boarding House needs.
Many thanks to Miss Barr, Mrs. O'Connor (Matron), Mrs. Dore, Mrs. Bristow and Miss Gilbert who have
done so muchJor us all. I also wish to express 11ry gratitude to everyone who cooksJor us, cleansJor us and looks after
our sore toes. A special thank you to Mrs. Day who, during her stay in the Boarding House, did so much Jor us all.
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Inlervle1N 1Nilh ..Jan
What was your reaction to being selected as Head
Girl for this year?
Spontaneous: "Oh no!" I wanted to refuse it at
first but realised that you just can't.
What were your aims?
Well ... there were no definite aims but for the
first time in my life I was really enthusiastic to do
something for the kids and the school. I had been
given the opportunity to do this and I wanted
to use it.
Do you think you managed to do this?
No. A little bit but nothing major.
Why not?
I suppose because of the kids. They don't really
seem to care. They're too apathetic. But it wasn't
the kids alone. I never seemed to have enough time
and I was never given enough constructive ideasafter I ran out of my own!
How do you think the Student Council has worked
this year?
It's worked well because we are all friends. We were
efficient because we were a united body and we all
got on with each other. But it hasn't been successful
in that we are representatives of only a couple of
groups of only one year-the fifth years.
Do you think the Council has done anything
constructive for the school as a whole?
I think by introducing barbecues and socials for
first years, we've improved an important aspect of
life at P.L.e.-the social one. It's been desperately
lacking in the past and in an all-girls' school it's as
important as education, sport and the arts.
What do you think would have helped you
personally to make the Council work better?
I really think if you want to do the job of Head Girl
properly you have to take a year off from school
work just to give you time to do all your other duties
as Chairman of the Council which you're meant
to do in your own time. I know that my work has
suffered. But I know that's not practic"ll. I would
choose to do it all again because for all the times
I've been depressed I really have loved doing it.
16

Do you think it's improved you as a person?
Oh yes! Even if it's just given me the confidence
to stand up and speak in public as at the School
Church Service. At the beginning of the year I
couldn't even say "school turn" without shaking
in my boots and falling off the stage. So in that way
it's done a lot for me.
It's also brought me into contact with a lot more
kids and I've become a lot more tolerant as far
as realising that important decisions can't be made
overnight-they take time.
Do you think it's possible to represent the whole
school and yet be a body able to lead and to be
respected?
You've got to combine the two somehow. That's
why I'd like to see the return of prefects-for
discipline and general administration like locker
keys and lost property-and combine that with
Student Councillors who represent their individual
years and are kids with imaginative ideas, energy
and drive.
Can you see a future for the Student Council as the
situation stands?
It'll just exist. To do well it has to expand in numbers
and power.
How do you think this years' Student Council
has failed?
It's failed to be a representative body, but at the
moment there are too many kids with really good
ideas prepared to just sit around in groups and
complain to each other instead of doing something
about it and telling us what we're doing wrong.
By the end of second term you can't blame us if
we just shut our ears to it all.
Do you think next year's Student Council will be
a successful one?
The fourth years are a terrific bunch of kids and 90
per cent of them are really enthusiastic and energetic, although Isuppose we were too in fourth year.
They are united-which we weren't (the voting at
the end of last year showed that), and I think they'll
be okay as long as they get the right kids on the
Council, but more importantly as long as the kids
who don't get on it stand behind them or, short of
that, they aren't negative in their attitude.

I think a lot of them were disappointed with
some of the Student Councillors this year but
everybody fails to realise that we do more than just
have a cup of coffee-we work.
Generally though, I think it's everybody's
responsibility to make the Student Council a
success-not just the Councillors themselves.

What do you think of the girls as a whole?
Well, I can only see them as a mass and that's
where I get the overall picture of apathy and
disinterest. But the kids I've got to know individually
are really good kids.
What do you think of P.L.C as a school?
If you'd asked me that at the beginning of fourth
year I could have given you an opinion but it's
too late now; alii want to do is leave. But I guess

to me it's meant sporting opportunities (which
have improved tremendously) and friends (take
them away and you'd go nuts!).
Are there any reasons why you are glad you went
to P.L.c.?
I think every girl has the opportunity to be an
individual and not one of the masses. Whether you
use the opportunity or not is up to you. A lot of
people prefer to be one of the masses and if I
hadn't been Head Girl I probably would have
joined them.

Ed's Note: Due to lack of space and other obvious
reasons it was not possible to insert Jan's facial
expressions and in some spots her own words as
well as several interjections by other Student
Councillors who were in the room such as Jo's
burps! It's a shame.

I nlervle"" ""llh Bron""yn
What are your aims or objectives for next year?
I haven't really thought about it much yet ... but
I think that a common room for the fifth years is
really important. A room somewhere so that all
the fifth years can go and talk and where they are
all together instead of being at a hundred different
places around the school.
Why do you consider a room for fifth years is so
important?
To make the year more united; not so split up into
groups; and so that all the fifth years have got
one place where they can all meet.
What do you think about the Camps? ("Think-ins"
which were held earlier this year.)
I think the first years should have a camp to start
off the year-near the beginning of First Term,
to get them more familiar with the teachersto get to know them out of school and not just
as a teacher. If you can get the kids in first year
knowing each other early then they won't become
so "groupy".
Do you think that this idea of camps could help to
break down the barrier between day girls and
boarders?
You can't really say that-there will always be
barriers because we can't sit together at lunch,
etc., but it will help to lessen the separation.

How about fourth and fifth year camps? Do you
think that they were successful enough to warrant
a repeat next year?
I think they're a really good idea-after the fourth
year camp last term everyone said that they
enjoyed it and so I think we should keep them
going. The kids mix in with each other a lot more
and get to know the staff better as people. The
better the fourth and fifth years know each other
the more united they are as a body.
There has been a suggestion that the fifth years
give a notice-board to the school this year. It would
be a big pin-up board somewhere where most
girls go every day (probably the canteen f) on which
girls could put articles and opinions of their own.
Do you think that this could get more of the students
involved in the school?
Yes, I think a notice-board would really help
because it would let girls give their opinions and
not necessarily have to put their name to it.
This would encourage more thought about the
things in the school which could be improved.
Some girls come to school and that's it. The school
should be more than just a place to learn something
for exams.
Any last words?
Above all, for next year, I want us to be a united
fifth year.
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ARTS COMMITTEE
The battle is over and the keep-fit fanatics and
the culture vultures can all go back to their hockey
sticks and their paint boxes. An Arts Committee
has been formed and with it the resolution of the

Arts Committee
Standing, I. to r.: W. Carlin, S. A. Cornelius, P. Bovell.
Sitting, I. to r.: S. A. Turner, j. Vuletic, C. McKenzie, K.
Dowland.

friction which has hopefully been building up slowly
between sport and arts within the school and
heralds the beginning of a much-needed change
of emphasis-to music, art oratory and danceactivities which stimulate mind as well as body.
The Committee consists of girls and staff who
have been selected to the Committee because they
have displayed an obvious flair or interest in the
fields of creative activity and who have proved
themselves to be people with initiative, imagination
and drive which the Committee is going to need by
the truckload in order to be successful. They will
arrange music, debating and photographic competitions, will be in charge of the arranging of
cultural evenings, concerts and recitals and will
also see to the improvement of arts awards within
the school which have proved inadequate over
the past few years when activities such as debating,
singing and public speaking have taken on a greater
importance due to higher standards and increased
support.
The Committee is an inexperienced one but
it is enthusiastic, eager and determined to see that
it not only survives but thrives with the help of
support from the entire school-girls, parents and
staff, for no matter how determined without that
support from everyone the Committee will exist
in name only and become yet another product of
wholesale apathy and indifference.

etcetera
Sue-Anne Turner: selected as Captain of the W.A.
school students Interstate debating team, and
as a member of the Australian school student
debating team.
Sally Wilson: winner of the Rhein Donau scholarship for German.

jennifer Bowen and judith Wilkinson: selected as
Rotary exchange students.
Wendy Carlin: winner of the Gowrie scholarship.
janet Anderson, jo-anne Digwood: winners of
Honours pockets for sport.
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Penrhos M.L.c., Santa Maria College, Bunbury Cathedral Grammar School, Muresk Agricultural
College, Presbyterian Ladies Colleges Pymble and Burwood, St. Leonard's, Brighton High School.
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School

•

IS :

-dum
-nice at play time
-great fun
- good things
-yuk, especially in maths
-perfect
-all right but it gets a bit horrible
- hqrriQleall the time
-very interesting
-there's no doubt about school, it does us a lot of good
-partys
-cleaning the blackboard-which I really love
-for going to
-still horrible (fourth year)
-essential, but essentially a waste of time. (fourth year)
-yuk!
-likeable, yes. Lovable, no! (third year)
- Dick and Dora
M

-?
-Mrs. Hicks
-jelly J:>eans and navy ribbons
-projects and visits to the zoo
-Nip and Fluff
Signed: The Stayers

School was:
-just a bowl of cherries!
~a headache Monday morning
-a ball-without the bounce
- fi'iends
-something to do during the week
-a delightful rclicffrom education
--frightening in first year, now it's wrapped around
my little finger
--n't
~ looking

f()rward to the weekend

- really great
- a bi t of a blan k, but fun nevertheless
-something to fill in time
--- C\'Crything I hope the rest of my life won't be
-- historv
- Okay' ... I suppose
- better than working
- not enough time to fully understand "why"
- good and bad
-amusmg
-enough
-enemIes
-- exhausting
--- the shattering of child hood dreams by the reality of
hopelessness but a rebuilding of adult dreatfIs by the
idealism of hopefulness.
Signed: The Leaven

odyssey of lIlind
STRUMMING
A boy-a guitar,
Strumming in morning's peace.
Strummingits wild joy becomes a forgotten
sense.
The boy does not care.
People stare and look.
The boy does not care.
To him,
some notes have all the sea within
Some are like the pale blue blush
of evening,
Some have a mystery, like a single
white rose,
And each has a quality,
all its own,
Pure and absolute.
Some are blue,
Others red.
And some bring moonlight
And love.
All this,
from a rose-wood box.
Strummed,
by the boy.
Anonymous

Cathy Gordon

An opportunity presented, an inkdrop;
Life, a clean, white page.
The result of placing an inkdrop on a page will
be either a formation beautiful and .good, or a
disastrous blob, depending upon the whim of
the writer.
Life is God's gift to us,
What we do with it and how we apply our
opportunities is our gift to God.
Jenny Bowen,

MYSTERIOUS HAPPENINGS IN AN
OLD VICTORIAN MANSION
It was a cold damp night. The leaves
were heavy with excess water which
slowly dripped on to the ground below.
An owl hooted mysteriously from the
boughs of a great old oak whose shadow
fell across the empty country-side like
the bony fingers of an old witch.
Two lonely figures could be seen
cautiously stepping along the old wagon
track, turning suddenly to the sound of a
twig cracking or the wailing wind creeping
through the whispering trees. Then one
spoke to the other, breaking the wall of
silence which was enough to make
anyone shiver.
"It doesn't look as if there is any
habitation in this desolate place. Don't
you think we had better make shelter
under that willow over there? It's much
better than trudging along at midnight,
not knowing where we are going." But
the other shook his head, disagreeing,
saying he would much prefer to walk
along than be pounced on by some night
creature.
So again they began walking on, pulling
their collars over their ears to keep out
a little of the persistent wind.
Suddenly out of nowhere loomed a
dark dire mansion looking more like a
monster than a house. Uncertainly they
crept up to it expecting it to grab them all
any moment. Then hesitating, the taller
one reached out and pulled the bell
which rang eerily through the long musty
corridors of the great house.
After a while there came the sound of
hollow footsteps followed by creaks
obviously coming from the stiff bolts on
the other side. The heavy door was then
pulled open, groaning, as if it hadn't been

opened for centuries. There stood the
most beautiful lady they had ever seen.
She was very tall and slender with snow
white arms and legs. Her ebony black hair
flowed around her making her look like
a mermaid. The clothing she was wearing
was long and tight and bloodthirsty
pictures designed on it. Then she spoke,
her voice deep and hoarse with rather a
Spanish accent.
"And what is it you want?" she asked
rather harshly.
"Well, excuse me madam for disturbing
you at this hour of night, but I was
wondering if you could put us up for the
night. You see we were going on a hunt
for a dangerous,-well monkey man,
when our car broke down, about nine
miles back and as it's such a cold winter's
night can we sleep here. I'll pay you welL"
"Come in a moment and I'll go and ask
my husband if he minds." With that she
turned and walked gracefully out of
the room.

Helen Green
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While she was gone the two detectives
had a chance to look around. The room
was very old and spacious with dust and
cobwebs everywhere, especially in corners
and on the high ceiling. All of the furniture
was falling to bits except an old grandfather's clock which stood on the other
side of the room. Great cracks were on the
walls and as for the carpet it looked as if
all the moths in the kingdom had been
at it.
Meanwhile, downstairs in the basement
of the house there was a lot of arguing
going on.
"You know I told you not to let
anyone in."
"I know, but if I lock their room door
they can't go snooping about and anyway
you said you were going to get the
stuff off tonight."
"Oh all right, but mind you look after
them or else...." The woman turned and
Jane Stone, Sue Wilkin
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walked out of the room, her head held
high. She gave the men a room at the
back of the house, small, dusty and
draughty with only one iron bed in
the corner.
"You can sleep here for the night and
if you want a drink there's a jug of water
in the corner there." With that she turned
heel and walked out of the room closing
the door behind. Then the men began
to talk, not hearing the click as the woman
locked the door.
"There's something awfully queer going
on in this household. Firstly, why would
anyone want to live in the heart of the
country in an uncared-for horrible house.
Secondly why did she act so mysteriously,
and thirdly, why was she dressed at this
time of night?"
"Yes, they puzzled me too," said the
other man. "Why don't we snoop around
tonight and see if we can find anything
interesti ng."
So they both got up and moved over
to the door which was locked.
"This proves something queer is going
on," one said angrily, giving the door a
vicious kick.
"Hey, don't lose your temper, mate.
I have an instrument that burns through
locks in seconds." And with that he pulled
out a square 'brass object with a handle
and a piece of rope sticking up. He pressed
the handle and a blue flame appeared,
making a slight sizzling noise. He put it
against the lock and it began to hum,
eating away all the wood. As he had said,
in seconds the lock was out and the door
swung open. They both crept out and
along the dusty hall, stopping when the
floor squeaked beneath them.
Going from room to room they soon
came to a door with a bright shining
handle, obviously used often. They opened

Linda Read

the door slowly, only to see a long steep
flight of stairs. The taller man looked
down and gulped then began to descend
very carefully one by one. At the bottom
was a door and from the other side they
could hear muffled voices.
Opening the door they peered in only
to see an amazing sight. The man and his
wife were busily working on a machine,
kicking and swearing at it every now and
then. In the other corner two mammothsize monkey men were tying up boxes
then putting them over their shoulders
and carrying them away. When the
machine was fixed the man went to the
side door and whistled. Almost immediately one of the monkey men appeared
carrying a live human female over his
shoulder. He placed her under the ray
then the woman turned on the machine

and before your very eyes the woman
turned to marble. Picking her up the ape
put her in a box then nailed it down.
Then he went away almost before the
other ape-man came back carrying in
another woman. The same process went
on over and over again until there were
no more boxes left.
The watching detectives were horrified
and when they had seen enough they
crept upstairs, then raced out of the house
as quickly as possible.
It was now dawn and the beautiful red
sky matched the rising su n which had
just appeared over the hills. The two
men had no time to see this. Their whole
minds where set on getting back to the
police station. Half an hour went by before
they met someone and by now the sun
was fully in the sky. Stopping the cart
the farmer helped them aboard then raced
towards town. The detectives quickly
related
their story then
collapsed
exhausted into a deep sleep.
Mr. and Mrs. R. I. Channing were
condemned to a life sentence in prison
and the two monkey men were only
robots controlled by a magnetic force.
j. Mackenzie, Grade 7

First years
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I am
The unfathomable
Ocean.
The endless
Enduring
Ebon.
Where lie,
In impenetrable
Soundlessness,
The fossils
Of a forgotten time.
I am
The nightshade
Benevolent
Beaming
Berries
Encompassing
The essence
Of deleterious,
Vermon.

I am
The softness
Of velvet deep.
Washed
By sweet
And gentle
Waves of regret
Which break
On distant shores
Of foreign sands.
And scatter
In the sibilant
Whisper
Of Zephras' breath.
I am.
That which
No being may elude
No time may evade.
That which
Severs ties
No love may rejoin
I am ...
Death.
Jenny Vuletic
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THE PERSISTENT TELEPHONES

A STORY

Our class telephone never ceases to ring.
Propaganda pours out of it continually, never
omitting to remind us that an assignment
isn't in or we haven't handed any Cot and
Relief in for the last six months. Although
annoying, it does not serve as a very effective
reminder, as one gradually learns how to
manipulate events etc. so that the class
telephone would never find out.
Different class telephones have different
sounds to them. Ours is ... persistent. The class
up the road has one with an extremely loud
ring-interspersed with loud thumping sounds.
Telephones-class ones at any rate-never
seem to have much understanding; when they
all ring and talk at once, how can we be
expected to understand them.
One feature which gives all the class
telephones a certain uniformity is that they
all have a hot line to the exchange which is the
centre of all operations. Occasionally girls
are permitted to visit the exchange but never
come out looking very impressed. Unfortunately I cannot give a first hand reporthaving never had the good fortune to attend
a tour of it (guided I believe).

About 80,000 years ago there lived a
gang of dinosaurs. They were harmless and
mean, in fact they were killers. Killer
Dinosaurs are grey with red spots.
Katrina McMahon, Grade 2

Barb Snook

THE WEB
The web shone silver in the early morning
sun
Looking like a brilliant wheel of perfected
delicacy,
Laced between the white swing and the
creeper covered tree,
The dew hangs helplessly from it,
Suspended in mid-air,
Clinging for its life, as the web quivers
and ripples
In the gentle breeze,
And as each drop falls one by one
They too, nestle into the grass with the
rest of the dew.
Helen Cook, Grade 7
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Julie Wallman

like to put the Mats out for Newstime.
I like to sing and dance.
playa drum as my instrument. We are
going to make dools.
I go over to get the lunches. I love school.
Melissa Turner, Grade 2

A voice that murmured
and hummed and warbled,
Scaredthen sailed and swooped
in the heights amongst the clouds
in the presence of the sun;
and suddenly
saw clearly
and was silent.

From left: C. Smith, E. Henderson, M. Richardson, T.
Humphreys, M. Wade.

Fury,
and the voice whirled and rose
and raged in the path of the terrible
enveloping might
and thundered and howled in the insipid
minds of all the people;
and was ignored
And the sound that cried and fumed
and pleaded,
grew old and weak
and sadly softened, and was afraid.
Still the lone voice wailed and whispered
and sobbed restlessly through mourning trees
and vacant valleys and weary waters.
Cried,
then faltered
and wept in the increasing darkness and
growing nothingness.
Anonymous

Cathy Gordon

THE LONELY CHILD
The sun beams down on the red, baked clay
cracking the earth, the streams are dry and
food is needed. The tribe moves slowly,
hopefully on, in search of food and water and
the nearest town. Young children, suffering,
walk on the hot earth, with their mothers who
hobble along, their feet swollen and blistered.
As the night comes on, it becomes cooler
and the tribe settle for the night, some build
small shacks, others sleep or rest in shallow
holes. One child, different from the others,
seeks refuge in a cooliman for the night. Her
dark hair falls about her in tight curls as she
twists and turns, fidgeting to prepare and
become comfortable for the night. Her body is
scarred and she is unable to speak. Her throat is
parched but there is no water. She has few
clothes and feels the cold. She is sick and tired.
Her eyes shine in the moonlight as she turns
and calls out, for her mother is silently sleeping
in the dry sand, when a sudden pinch from a
dry, dirty, sandy hand awakens her and as she
turns and looks down at her child, tears run
down her face. She knows she is sick but she
has no medicine. She knows she is cold but
she can offer no warmth, only sorrow can be
felt for this lonely child. She moves closer to
her child, her large, brown eyes shining. She
smiles and comforts her child till she closes her
large eyes and sleeps for the rest of the long
night.
As the dawn approaches the tribe awakens
except for the lonely child who will never
waken. She is left behind in her cooliman as the
tribe moves slowly on.
Natalie Prevost
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ADVANCE
Tall and slender he stands
The old pine
King 9f the forest
Str~ight-

Maj~stic

On the morrow come the men.
The strong saw
Destroyer of the bush
SlashingCutting.
And then the mill and yards
The hot kiln
Sapper of strength
WeakeningDestroying.
On and on it goes, tree after tree.
And,back in the green but bare
forest
The severed stump
Monument to civilization
RotsDies.
Diane McKinnon

I am shook-sUn festering
like a fly-blown rose.
If you could see to the heart of me
The honey is curdled and lazar,
such a dark as night never known.
Tear it, rip it from you
and hurl it at me. Quench
this abyss of fetid, burning black
with the sweet fibre, myrrh of
your breath.
Shatter me this
for I am overcome.
Janet Barry
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A Theory Relating the Effects of
Physical Climate on the Political
Life of a Country
A recent report on criminal activity in New
York stated the crime rate reached its peak
during the heat-wave periods of summer, and,
as temperatures subsided, so did the number of
crimes committed. Perhaps this finding can
also be related to the activities of politicians.
By this I am not suggesting that all politicians
are criminals-just the majority of them.
If this theory is proved correct, it would stand
to reason that countries, such as South
American countries, where is is hot all year
round, would have a turbulent political scene,
while at the other extreme of the temperature
scale, the world of politics would be quite
subdued. Countries where temperature fluctuates seasonably from very hot in summer to
very cold in winter, could expect the degree of
political activities to fluctuate also.
Australia would probably fit into this last
category. In fact, the political scene in Australia
offers quite a bit of evidence in support of the

proposed theory. It was not mere coincidence
that the 1972 Federal elections were held in
December. As the temperature began to rise,
so did the blood pressures of "our men in
Canberra". Accusations and insults were flying
thicker and faster than usual. (A few punches
were thrown also.) Significantly, there was a
change of government, but things did not
quiten down properly until after March, as
temperatures become lower.
In contrast to this was the convention held
at the end of winter at which the fate of the
Australian Constitution was discussed. This
was a decidedly boring affair. At each session
of the conference, the only people who knew
what the speeches were about, were the
people who were giving them. The politicians
present read unrelated material, talked in small
groups or made restless movements. The Prime
Minister fell asleep.
If this theory was proven to be correct, it
would mean that in some countries political
reporting would become a seasonable job,
while in others it would be non-existant. Take
for example the Arctic Circle....
fo Digwood

Kerry Smith

MY ClUTTERBUMPH
.....

My c1utterbumph is a murderer who
has a red beard and hair. He has baggy
corduroy trousers, working boots, a checked shirt and a leather belt full of blood
stained knives. In his hand he holds an axe
which is rusty from blood. He has a cruel
frowning face with brutal, black eyes
and black rough teeth. He walks around
the houses at night with slow, stealthy
steps. He also carries a mallet so that if
he doesn't kill them at once he can knock
them out so they can't yell. When ever
I wake up when Mum and Dad are ~till
asleep and I hear either the possums in the
roof or the cats on the kitchen bench,
I imagine my c1utterbumph.
Priscilla Cameron, Grade 6
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THE RIVER
The wide gleaming river,
Winds among the orchards,
Like a broad ribbon,
Leading me through a lush green countryside,
Low hills and valleys are terraced with
little uneven walls of flint and stones,
Bounding the vineyard like a high picket
fence,
Now and again the river shows as a flash
of silver grey-or rose, beyond the
tangled mass of vines.
Like a legend Castle.
Lynley Cameron, 7-H
Sue Price

THE NEW WORLD
And,
As the sun goes down
I find a new world.
It's not hard to find Once you know how
And it's different
Each time I find it.

I hold it in my hands and think how easy it
would be to crush it. By using two fingers I
could pull it apart and it would never be the
same again.

It's close and dark,
Comforting and real,
And,
It's alive;
Crickets calling.
Their muted whistles
Warming the darkness of the world
Like miniature fires,
Wind tickling and teasing the trees
So they laugh like children,
The night birds
Visiting the flowers
Whose scent turns the world into a temple,
And the dark brown earth
Its damp, rich smell corriforting.
It's a different world
And the sun will never see it.
Sally Cornelius
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It appears so simple lying here before me
and yet I know that it is not simple but a
highly complex work of art, beautifully designed and painstakingly created by something or
someone.
Much time and toil must have gone into its
making but again I think how easily I could
destroy its innocent beauty and unassuming
magnificence, how easily I could grind it into
my fist and let it fall-a fleshy ball of pulp to
be left on the ground to rot.
I am a member of Mankind holding a flower
in my hand. But I wonder ... I wonder if I were
that almighty creator holding me, holding
Mankind in my hand and if I was touched by
my self-same desire to crush, to destroy what
my hands contain. And I think again how easy
it would be...
Sue-Anne Turner

A Real Great Guy
Mic Jiles wearily pulled on his hobnail
boots and rubbed the grime from his
calloused hands. Mic lived in a humpy on
about sixty acres of land. The humpy had
a dirt floor and his two dogs Tiggy and
Jackal shared a hessian mat on the floor.
Mic walked out and lit up a smoke. He
looked at his beehives, selected a few
tools from his outer shed and chucked
them into his old jalopy. Tiggy and Jackal
were sitting in the back eager to go.
It started with a bang and a cloud of
smoke. Mic accelerated up the hill to the
horse paddock. The passing scenery was
dewy and the sparrows sitting on the fence
were annoying the horses. Mic's jalopy
came to a trembling halt. Mic inspected
the spavin on Zookie's leg. It had not
improved. It was badly infected and looked
as though it would become worse. The
dogs who were running through the
stU,bble came to Mic's shrill whistle and
playfully licked his hand. Mic pulled out
another cigarette and lit it up. He drove up
to his main vegetable patch and pulled
out a few dilapidated vegetables.

"Rotten bugs," he muttered to himself.
He exterminated the bugs he could find
and set about spraying. This took him
about two hours when eventually the
spray can broke down. Anxious to attend
to Zookie's leg he sped down the hill nearly
throwing the dogs off the back of the
utility.
Mic prepared an antiseptic. Zookie
stood and let Mic apply the antiseptic
and bandages with loving care. As the
afternoon wore on Zookus became less
restless-Tiggy and Jackal went mad chasing birds. Tiggy stumbled over a hunk of
something. Mic's sharp eyes watched as
Tiggy and Jackal tugged and fought over it.
Bait! That's all it could be! Mic raced across
the sun-baked ground and shot a couple
of blanks at his dogs. He buried the
forbidden meat in a safe place. Tiggy and
Jackal appeared to be in good health.
Mic lay swinging on his hammock with
his pipe and dogs in contentment. He
switched on his radio and went into a
peaceful slumber.
Shauna Dale, Grade 7-H

LAST PERIOD ENGLISH

I LIVE ON JUPITER

One girl even went so far as to fall asleep
in mid-sentence, just quietly laying down her
pen and drifting off to a world that most
certainly contained no essays to be admitted
to the school magazine. The rest of the class
racked their brains and sighed heavily every so
often rather like a tired old hippopotamus
settling in the mud. The guidelines were
sufficiently uninteresting to provide absolutely
no brilliant ideas and one by one we gave up
and fell to chewing our pens or contemplating
our busily-writing neighbours.

Hi! I live on Jupiter. My name is hard
to pronounce, but try to be clever and
this is it. Zabethan Nnathebaz Hsinroc.
I am aqua, my eldest sister is green,
and my oldest sister is purple. Mum is
blue, and Dad brown. It's good fun in
school we all disapear just before English
(tee-hee). I live in Zambia in the Orange
Ocean. My address is 2,016 Flower Power
Street. Our antennae are very useful.
But I know someone who lost hers.
Zab lunch-time, Bye Bye.

Sandra Gibson

Elizabeth Cornish, Grade 4
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IF I WAS A CLOUD

THE SHOW

If I was a cloud I would have been and
seen the Canary Islands, I thought
dreamily. Yes I would like to be a cloud!
Slow and steady across the aqua blue
seas, where brightly coloured flying-fish
would leap high to display their prettiness.
Slow and steady across golden cities in
which an oriental temple stood. I would
linger over a busy city filled with playing
children. Slow and steady to them! But,
I'd hurry and scurry to dying flowers,
withering in the heat of the golden sun.
To men faint, for lack of liquid. Hurry and
scurry to a drought plagued land. Hurry
and scurry to them!

I went to the Royal Show and I saw a
very big slide and Daddy and me and
Juliet went down the slide. It was very
bumpy and my tummy tickled.

Lara Peake, Grade 6

Jill Mcfarlane

I like school
Sometimes I don't like school.
I like School now
I am in Crade 2.
Sarah Boan

Amanda Thomas, Grade 3

THE GROWTH OF AGE
Aging is the delight and mystery of
discovery. As one consumes time, day by day,
one grows within through one's inner self.
Aging is the constant moulding of an
individual from outer elements. Family, all
human associations and relations, and experiences of life partake in the making of
an individual.
Our universe and existence is a fathomless
mystery; each individual is a unique mystery.
During aging we gradually uncover the
intricate mechanism and drive of ourselves.
Through aging greater responsibility is placed
on the individual, causing his existence to be
linked more vitally to that of others.
An example of this is marriage, a vital link
between two people. The pressure of responsibility can develop and reveal the unique
mechanism that makes one an individual.
Aging is not a stagnant, lifeless disease. It is
the requirement of knowledge and understanding. It is the striving and fulfilment of
ambitions and desires. Aging is the construction of an individual to his peak of mental
development and the discovery of life. When
an individual has reached this peak of expansion, it is only then that aging becomes
stagnant and lifeless. This is when the people
around him become nothing but structures;
the world appears lifeless and uninteresting,
and the mind seems saturated. This I suggest,
cannot be defined as aging ... but as a frozen
state of life and therefore a state of being
opposite to aging. Aging is living and
developing.
Angela House
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CARMICHAEL

FERGUSON

The work of a house captain and the individual
sports captains is made much easier if she is backed
by enthusiasm on the part of the girls in her house.
In this respect the first years were outstanding in their
punctualif:Y at house meetings and practices and in the
spirit in which they competed in the different sports.
There were marry girls throughout the house
possessing this same zeal which made the competitions
worthwhile. These girls are the true members of
Carmichael House and I am very grateful jor their
support over the year.
Congratulations go to all those girls who distinguished themselves in their particular fields, especially
Judy Lange-junior tennis champion, Toni Gunnellthe winner of the Award oj Merit life saving award,
and Kathy Giles-open athletics champion.

Ferguson started the year very well by easily winning
the Interhouse swimming. There were marry excellent
individual performances, shown particularly by the
jact that the 16 plus, the two under 16, the under 14
and one of the two under 13 swimming champions as
well as the open diving champion all came jrom
Ferguson. The tremendous enthusiasm and co-operation
shown by everyone in the house meant that my year as
house captain also started well. Unfortunately these
qualities were not exhibited in the same quantities until
the day oj the Interhouse athletic sports.

The organization of all house competitions is very
involved and I am very appreciative oj the help I
received from the various sport and culture captains
and jrom other girls. I would especially like to thank
Toni Gunnell and Jane Lange jor their support in
marry areas.
I am also indebted to the physical education staff who
offered their jriendship and guidance over the year
making nry position as house captain much easier.
I wish Carmichael House and the new house captain
the best of luck in 1974 and I hope it is a both enjoyable
and successfulyear joryou all.
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In recent years Ferguson has not had an overwhelming success in ball games, and this year was
no exception (there must be a lack of co-ordination
somewhere). We won the first year hockey, the senior
volleyball and the junior school netball, with other
teams performing jairly well. There was no third year
netball team-one girl is hardly a team. The potential
was there, but the spirit wasn't. In contrast to this was
the senior hockey team which not only scored a goal jor
the first time in ages, but also managed to win a match.
This was definitely one of the highlights oj my year.
In the weeks leading up to the athletics it appeared
that Ferguson had only a small group oj dedicated
athletes. Suprisingly enough, however, everybody who
participated performed well and we were able to take
second place.
Although there have been some disappointments and
moments of depression, generally I have really enjoyed
my year as house captain and have found it very
rewarding. My special thanks must go to Helen Hay,
Kay Fuller, Rebecca Kenny, Caroline Brand, Sue Kyle
and all the other girls who have stood by me. It is these
girls which make a house captain's job easier and I hope
that they will support the 1974 house captain and her
deputies as well as they have supported me.

McNEIL

STEWART

A house, as a whole, involves a large number of
people, both staff and students. It is a pity that most
of the work involved is always lift to the same people.
With the many different sports the help of many girls
was needed, not only for organization, but participation.
As a house captain 1 found this to be my main
problem, it was always the same girls who were lift
to organize things. In this respect I would like to
thank the first and second years whb were always
ready with teams.
During the swimming and athletics periods there
are many problems. This is partly because some
girls do not do standards and partly because they do not
realize the task involved in trying to place 130 girls
in events and keep them ALL happy. There was an
improvement at the athletics and I hope that everyone
will be more than willing to co-operate with the
McNeil this year had a great success in the debating.
In future years more cultural activities will be introduced
for interhouse competition, and I am sure McNeil will
be equally successful in these.

Although Stewart House did not win renown for
great swimming or athletics prowess this year, one
of our greatest problems was not lack of ability but
apathy. There were some who flatly refused to participate and others who created keen competition by
their enthusiasm and vigour; I could depend on these
girls for some sort of a reaction. Many more however,
wavered between the two alternatives and destroyed
the solid foundations of many teams.

Netball and athletics were also some of our higher
points this year. Our success in athletics was due to
the many girls competing and to the very hard work of
our athletics captains, Gillian Cook, Lisa Law,
Veronica Cook and Jan Green. My sincerest thanks go
to these girls for their great Worts.
I would also like to thank Anne Barter and Jan
Anderson, the P.E. staff and the other sport captains,
for their great help and support throughout the year.

House competitions were not created to force people
to play sport; they are there for enjoyment and those
who don't participate miss out on something more than
the exercise - that experience of sharing Wort and
achievement both physical and mental.
Whether a team does well or not, the same amount
of time, worry and frustration has gone into getting
many who helped in thousands of different ways but
Susan Mackay and Jill Newnham deserve special
thanks for their uncomplaining help and moral support
in times of confusion.
In looking back over the year I can see many ways
in which things could have been improved and although
things were sometimes disappointing, this was greatly
overshadowed by the times of satisfaction and enjoyment;
like the open novelty race in fancy dress, marshalling
the Junior School for swimming and playing in a
successful basketball team.
To those who missed out I hope you change your
attitude and use any possible opportunities to educate
yourself in things other than pure amdemic studies,
and I know there are many ways open at P.L.C.
To the many others who are Stewart House I give nry
thanks for your spirit and participation -from my
own experience I know you have gained something
worthwhile from the experience.
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Strong and Versatile
The swimming team this year was one of the
largest P.L.e. has ever had, and thus gave many
more girls the opportunity to participate actively
in inter-school swimming. The cramped training
conditions at Claremont Pool, however, made
well-planned training sessions become chaotic,
resulting in hardly any girls benefiting as much from
them as they could have. Perhaps for training to be
more of a success a new venue should be found or
failing this the numbers in the swimming squad
should be made fewer by cutting down on the
numbers of reserves. Alternatively, the swimmers
could learn the difference between the left and
right sides of a lane.
This criticism is not meant to detract from the
terrific team spirit within the squad. A strong
liaison between Scotch and P.L.e. gave the squad
many opportunities to perform as a team prior to

the Inters. Several inter-school competitions were
organised among local colleges and' high schools
and, as well as uniting the squad, these allowed
many swimmers to gain more experience in
competitive swimming.
The team performed very creditably to gain
third place at the Inters-a surprise to many people
including the swimmers themselves. Special
recognition must be given to the under 16s who
won their age-group pennant and the under 13s
who were runners-up in their age group, due mainly
to an excellent individual performance by Tania
Campbell who broke the 50 m butterfly record.
Thanks must go to all the P.E. staff especially
Miss Dunn, Mrs. Warrilew and Mrs. Cox who
coached the diving and to Dr. and Mrs. Barter, as
well as all the other parents who helped to make
the barbeque after the Inters so successful.

The Team
Back row, I. to r.: R. Skinner, }. Dawson, L. Lanier, }. Rigney,S. Kyle, D. Lee,S. Wegner, A. Prater, C. Oddie, L. Wintle, L. Law,
C. Brand, }. McCulloch, L. Twogood, A. Smith,S. Stone, L. Fitch, K. Hamilton, V. Cook,S. Brandenburg. Third row, I. to r.:
P. Wilson, H. Cambridge,S. Gibson, F. Mellor,S. Wainwright,S. England,}. Bovell, C. Rigney, B. Chase,S. Fitch,}. Camm, 5. Harris,
}. Paton, B. Day. Second row, I. to r.: D. Dowland, }. Barblett, }. Sullivan, M. Graham, T. Humphries, K. Young, 5. England,
}. McNamara, }. Kyle, T. Campbell, F. Evans,S. Leeming, }. Cruickshank, A. Green, }. Fischer. Front row, I. to r.: }. Wallman,
L. Bamford, R. Sullivan, T. Gunnell, }. Digwood, A. Barter, }. Goldby, V. Cox, }. Wishaw, D. Cameron, T. Parkinson.
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Senior School Team
Back row, I. to r.: /. Digwood, T. Gunnell (Captain), /. Rigney,
S. Kyle, C. Brand, T. Campbell, F. Mellor, P. Forsythe.
Middle row, I. to r.: S. Stone, S. Fitch, S. England, j. Camm.
Front row, I. to r.: L. Fitch, S. A. Cornelius, j. Cruickshank,
/. Kyle, /. McNamara.

Save a Life!
Junior School Team
Standing, I. to r.: S. Murdoch, C. Paton, L. Cameron, j. Cameron, P. Cook, P. Boan, K. McNamara. Seated, I. to r.: L. Watkins,
P. Cameron, S. D'Orsogna, A. Cook, j. Anderson, C. Whittaker.
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"Strike three, you're out!"

Junior A and B Teams
Back row, I. 10 r.: D. Pruden, j. Dwyer, D. Gamble, P. Makin,
S. Slephen, H. Tweedie, H. Codde, S. Wegner. Middle row,
I. 10 r.: j. Chapman, K. Young, j. Finch, E. Benson, T.
Parkinson, A. Royal, j. Lange, K. Mardardy, j. Bovell, j.
Sardelic. Front row, I. 10 r.: S. Chryslal, K. Taggart.

Senior A and B Teams
"A "-standing, I. 10 r.: S. Day, f. Barry (Caplain), A. Rogers,
K. Giles, C. Wilson, F. Menzies, R. Day, A. Delroy, S.
Brandenburg. "B"-sealed, I. 10 r.: f. Grant, W. Carlin,
S. Kyle, C. Brand, f. Barbletl, j. Latta, L Hart, B. Lang, j. Lange,
P.f. Smith.

Softball is the last major sport in the school
year and due to the threat of impending doom
provided by the Leaving examinations which
follow fairly closely upon the softball season,
some fifth years find that they are unable to spare
the time to participate. This year was no exception
and the senior teams were largely made up of
fourth and third years.
This should prove an advantage over the next
couple of years, for the teams will be more
experienced and their solidarity will be improved.
SoftbaM is a game requiring skill in ball-handling
and batting but it is not as physically strenuous
as many other sports and for this reason some
find it very relaxing. However no amount of skill
can compensate for a lack of awareness on the
field as quick thinking during play is all-important.
This season was fairly successful for P.L.C. and
great promise was shown by some players.
Although the weather was not fine for every game
and despite the few disappointments, the relaxed
atmosphere of the games made an easy, friendly
team spirit quite strong. The relationship between
the two opposing teams at games was always
sportsmanlike and one had the impression that
the game was being played not just to beat the
opposition, but mainly for its own merit. Genuine
admiration was shown by both teams in a match
when members of either team performed
particularly well.
Miss Dally, Mrs. Nordahl, Mrs. Eddington and
Mrs. Hosking are all to be thanked for their interest
and effort in coaching both the senior and junior
teams.

Best Wishes to All
for a

Happy Holiday
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Fast and Furious
Hockey is a well-established winter sport at
P.L.e. and continues to attract about the same
number of girls each year. The extra staff involved
in the training of teams kept the ratio of staff to
girls at a level where each member of the team had
the opportunity of some personal attention.
The enthusiasm within the teams from "A" to
"0" grades improved throughout the season until
most teams were playing really well together by
the last couple of games. The actual results of the
season were not particularly impressive but the
most important thing is the participation in competitions by all girls who are interested.

Junior A and B Teams
Back row, top, I. to r.: A. B. Lenard, D. Pruden, G. Anderson,
}. f/scot, C. Napier, S. Fitch (in tree). Seated on stairs, I. to r.:
M. Clark, C. Reynolds, P. Makin. Back row, centre, I. to r.:
C. Rigney, D. Tyler, F. Mauritz, R. Vivian, j. Conway,
f. Bowen. Third row, I. to r.: S. Keay, D. Salvaris, K. King.
Second row, I. to r.: V. Cook (standing), A. House, H.
Shepherd, K. Heasman (standing). Front row, I. to r.:
}. Dwyer, j. Green.

Senior A and B Teams
Back row, I. to r.: j. Gilmour, A. Ford, K. Giles, C. Wilson, j. Grant, F. Brine, A. Prater, I. Smith, }. Menzies (Captain), K. Fuller,
}. jones, W. Carlin, }. Sawyer, R. Seaby, A. Green. Front row, I. to r.: f. jones, A. M. Shadbolt, j. Last, L Wintle, T. Gunnell,
R. McNeill, A. Delroy, N. Mauritz.

Young and Dynamic
Margaret Court didn't manage to take off a
second Grand Slam, but women's tennis in
Australia, and throughout the whole world, is
continuing to enjoy a boom period. With the withdrawal of the top 20 male players from Wimbeldon,
the women dominated press and television
coverage. This is indicative of the general feeling
among tennis followers that, although the women
may not command the physical strength of the
men, they produce a brand of tennis more
appealing to the television-watching public.
Tennis at P.L.e. is also on the upturn. This year
there was genuitle competition for places in the
teams and in general the initial enthusiasm
continued to the end of the season. An important
factor in the raising of the standard of spirit and
tennis in the teams this year was the conversion of
the "C" and "0" Grades from social games to
part of the I.G.S.A. competitions. The teams' coach,
Mrs. Barblett, also contributed to the success of the
season. Tennis is a particularly hard sport in which
to instill a team spirit as it is an individualist type
of game. Mrs. Barblett overcame these problems
to a large degree although she had some harassing
selection worries.

Junior A and B Teams
L. to r.: M. Zeltert, D. Dowland, E. Rigney, j. Lange, H.
Hem/ey, R. Seaby, D. Salvaris, s. Chrystal.
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In both the I.G.5.A. competitions and the
W.A.L.T.A. tournaments P.L.e. was a force in the
senior and junior levels. We won the combined
"A" and "B" Senior Pennant, the Junior ·"0",
Pennant and the Mursell Shield. One rather
disappointing aspect of the season was the school
tournament held towards the end of first Term.
Unfortunately, netball and hockey training had
commenced and the number of forfeits was high.
Inclement weather on the day of the tournament
finals didn't help either. However the spectators
seemed interested and responsive. The standard
was high with Angela Rogers and Judy Lange
winning the senior and junior titles respectively.
The senior doubles was won by A. Rogers and
W. Carlin and the junior's by Judy Lange and
S. Chrystal.

Senior A and B Teams
L. to r.: j. Lange, A. Rogers, K. Giles, S. Day, H. Davies, A. Ford,

e.

Wilson, j. Rigney.

A Captivating Liberation
Basketball was only recently introduced to
P.L.C, but through the enthusiastic interest and
support shown this year four teams were trained
for the Australian Basketball Association competitions for secondary school girls at Perry Lakes.
Unlike other sports the competitions can only
provide a single senior grade in which three of
our teams competed. Due to lack of entries in the
Under 16 competition, the fourth team was asked
to play in this grade where they won the grand
final.
It was decided to choose four reasonably even
teams because, unlike the I.C.5.A. competitions,
there is only one grade in the basketball and
therefore the P.L.C teams would have to play
each other.
In fact we fielded three out of the six teams in
the senior grade. Unfortunately it was impossible
to gauge the potential of the many untried players
before the season began and the teams were not
as even as expected.
Basketball has a great future at P.L.C due to
our facilities and the support shown when
over fifty girls signed up to play this year. Unlike
most other team games, in basketball there is

room for the individualist and the co-ordinating
player and for this reason teams must develop
their own style of play suited to their personalities
through many practice sessions and games. For
many the early morning practices were unsatisfactory because of their shortness and, if
possible, a full afternoon practice at least once a
week would prove more beneficial.
Experience of playing situations can really only
be gained through matches themselves and the
pre-season training together with the weeks of
games, was not really long enough for the teams
to become as balanced and confident as is necessary for a deeper enjoyment of the game.
The few members of the Scotch College basketball team who accompanied Mr. Shortland-Jones
on his much-appreciated coaching visits to our
practices, showed how far we had to go before
achieving actual men's basketball standard, not
just netball-on-the-run.
The three other captains and I enjoyed sharing
the little knowledge of the game we have with the
rest of our teams and we were excited at the great
improvements in the teams over such a short time.
Mrs. Eddington must be thanked for her advice and
support during the season and I hope the other
players gained as much as we did during the season.

Basketball Teams
Back row, I. to r.: M. Graham <Captain), A. White, K. Oldham, C. Gordon, V. Archibald, C. Oddie, T. Gunnell, W. Twight,
j. Anderson (Captain), K. Bennison, C. Brand, M. Pearson, E. j. Roberts, W. Carlin, j. Digwood (Captain), S. Brandenburg,
j. Barry (Captain). Front row, I. to r.: C. Gorlin, j. Last, C. Davies, B. Lang, H. Hay, R. Clough, A. Delroy, A. M. Shadboft, A. Rogers,

S. Mackay.

Senior A and B Tearns
Back row, I. to r.: K. Smith, ). Digwood, D. Smith, f. Newnham, K. Bennison, f. Goldby. Front row, I. to r.: D. Zeffert
(Captain), S. Price, f. Shepherd, f. Bowen, S. A. Cornelius,
B. Lang, B. Butchart (Captain).

Set, Spike and Block
In the past volleyball has only been arranged
on a social level and therefore the incentive
to gain places in volleyball teams, as opposed to
hockey and netball teams, has not been great.
The improved standard of volleyball within the
school this year was partly due to its inclusion in
the I.G.5.A. winter competition; and an enthusiastic
coach. For the first time girls were seriously
interested in improving the skills (not their social
lives).
This dedication paid off with P.L.e. tying with
Penrhos for the inaugural trophy. Volleyball has
certainly gained equal status with other winter
sports.

Junior A and B Tearns
Back row, I. to r.: f. Hunt, C. Stratton, f. Adamson, M. Hill,
H. Codde, T. Parkinson. Centre row, kneeling, I. to r.:
C. Smith, S. Kennedy, F. George, F. Baird, ). Camm. Front
row, seated, I. to r.: B. Day, ). Langley.

elle.b.w.
It may come as a surprise to some people to
find out that a number of P.L.e. girls are cricketers.
Due to the increasing popularity of cricket as a
women's game, and the pressure of one or two
real enthusiasts, we gained ourselves a coach and
formed our number into an awe-inspiring team.
Coach Walkington (a State player and boardinghouse mistress) began the gruelling task of training
us as potential Dennis Lillees and Rod Marshsand she's still trying.
But we can't play without equipment, so Scotch
supplied us with some of their reject bats and
other equipment. This we greatly appreciatedbut they soon cracked up under the strain of
our powerful hits.
With all the talent in our team it is not surprising
that we've won every match that we've played.
And we hope next year's team can keep up tl)e
good work.
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Strong and G racefu I

Gymnastics Team
Back row, I. to r.: H. Gadsdon, M. Graham, C. Masel, j. Walman, j. Goldby, j. McFarlane, A. Fraser, j. Bovell, j. Barblett. Front row,
I. to r.: j. Miller, C. Brand, S. Parker.

Creative Dance Club
Top row, I. to r.: T. Henriques, R. Sullivan, H. Hammond, j. Wishaw, K. Dowland. Centre row, I. to r.: L. Adams, P. Hendry,
S. Haynes, j. Roberts, C. Chandler, B. Brooks, j. McFarlane; (standing) M. Pearson, W. Guest; (sitting) C. Brand. Front row,
I. to r.: S. Milner, L. Barblett, K. Newton, S. Brackenridge, F. Rowe, j. Cruikshank, R. Wilson, /. Oakeshott, S. Manners, C. Schnell,
S. Rogers, M. Brooks.

That Sweet Taste
For the last two years running, the girls Interschool Athletics have been exceedingly hardfought and close. This year was no exception.
The highly competitive factor was evident throughout the day and the sports lived up to all
expectations.
Come Saturday morning we were as nervous
and full of doubt as any other team. However, our
hopes were soon to be raised. Before we knew
where we were, we had won the first four races.
After this start we were all inspired and, not
wanting to be outdone by any other member of
the team, made sure of performing equally as well.
As the day progressed we continued to pile up
the points and although Penrhos and M.L.e. were
always very close, we managed to stay in front.
We surprised everyone, including ourselves, and
most of all the P.E. staff (although they would
have settled for nothing less).
The whole day was something to be remembered
and the party afterwards at )o's with the pavlovas
etc! kept everyone in high spirits.
The athletics' team owes thanks especially to
Mrs. Kolsky, without whom we couldn't have won;
)0 Digwood our captain, Mrs. Morison, Miss Dalley,

Mrs. Eddington and to the cheerleaders and
spectators who helped us more than they realize.
The athletes always take the glory for winning
but what a lot of people don't know is that ability
only extends to a certain point, after that the
thing that wins the races is the inspiration and
encouragement one gets from other members of
the team and the rest of the school screaming
support from the stands.
In his speech at the close of the sports, Mr. Evans
mentioned that teamwork had been responsible
for our winning on the day. However, before
Saturday 13, there was disappointment felt by
some people. It was thought that not all the team
was really putting their heart and soul into training.
The potential was there but it was not being fully
exercised. As it turned out though, the team did
work together on the day and every member
of the squad tried her hardest and yelled herself
hoarse.
ow that we've met with success, let's hope we
discover a taste for it and put our minds to working
harder. Then perhaps we'll manage to do that
little bit better and walk off with five trophies
rather than just four.

The Team
Left arm, back row, I. to r.: A. Keightley, S. Breidahl, A. Green, M. Graham, W. Twight, B. Bamford,}. Fischer, A. Royal, K. Mardardy,
S. Rowe, D. McBean,}. Chester, S. Wegner,}. Dwyer. Front row, I. to r.:}. Gilmour. V. Lee, L. Law, R. Day, H. Davies,}. Waddington, A. Green, S. Hemley, D. Simpson, S. Kernot, }. Wallman, A. Pullman, Sarah England, }. Sardelic, D. Pruden, Right arm
back row, I. to r.: S. Stone, }. Hood, S. Kyle, S. Day, C. Brand, V. Cook, }. Abbotls, B. Day, }. ChaJlen, M. Wright, D. de Burgh.
Front row, I. to r.:}. Edmunds, H. Hem ley, D. Morison, M. Bowers, C. Wilson, R. Seaby, }. Cameron, D. Meckenstock, A. Smith,
E. Harris, K. Taggart.
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No Lack of Spirit
Having not reached the usual high standard of
past years, the netball standard this year must have
seemed disappointingly low to those who count
the trophies and pennants. However, with the
tension of winning the competition gone, the senior
teams finally began to en joy the game at a more
friendly level, both among themselves and with
other school teams. If we gained little skill and
experience this year, we all know now how to lose
gracefully and enjoy the game-to me more
important than the pennants.

Junior A and B Teams
Junior "A": S. Chrystal, S. England, Karen Read, j. Lange,
D. Dowland, K. Taggart, P. Forsyth. (Reserve-S. Wegner.!
Junior "8": D. Gamble, A. O'Meecham, S. Wainwright,
R. Sullivan, j. Bovell, G. Sardelic, R. Tyrell. (ReserveE. George.!

Sports Pockets 1973
Senior A and B Teams

SWIMMING: j. Digwood, S. Kyle, C. Brand.
LIFESAVING: T. Gunnell.
TEN IS: A. Rogers, j. Lange, j. Rigney.
GYMNASTICS: j. Goldby, C. Brand.
NETBALL: j. Anderson, C. Gordon, B. Bamford.
HOCKEY: A. M. Shadbolt, A. Delroy, j. Sawyer.
VOLLEYBALL: j. Digwood.
BASKETBALL: j. Anderson, j. Barry, M. Graham,
j. Digwood.
ATHLETICS: j. Digwood, A. Rogers, S. Kyle, K. Giles,
V. Cook, R. Sea by.
SOFTBALL: j. Barry, A. Rogers, K. Giles.

Honours Pockets 1973
j. Digwood, j. Anderson.

Other Sports
Back row, I. to r.: C. Brand, A. Rogers, S. Day, P. Hockey.
Middle row, I. to r.: M. Graham, M. Zelfert, R. Kenny,
C. Gordon, L. Hart, j. Barry (Captain). Front row, I. to r.:
K. Oldham, B. Bamlord, j. Lange, j. Anderson (Captain).

. . . which have kept P.L.e. students
"trim, taut and terrific" this year have
been: squash, golf, ju-jitsu, yoga, creative
dance and jazz ballet, and badminton.
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Swimming Champions

Junior School
House Captains

Back row, I. to r.: T. Campbell (Under 13), S. Kyle (Under 16),
C. Brand (Under 16), j. Digwood (Open). Front row, I. to r.:
j. Kyle (Under 13), S. England (Under 15), j. Camm (Under 14).

L. to r.: P. Cook, S. Dale, D. Hebbert, K. Humphries.

INTERHOUSE COMPETITION 1973
Sport

Swimming ..

Carmichael

·.
·.

·.

Swimming {Junior School)
Life Saving Awards

· .

· .

· .

·.

·.

·.

Netball {Junior School)

· .

·.

·.

Hockey

·.
·.
· .

·.
·.
·.

· .

·.

·.
·.
·.

· .

·.

.

·.

Swimming Awards {Junior School)
School Team Participation (I)

· .

Netball

·.

·.

·.

· .

Volleyball ..

· .

Basketball ..

·.
·.

Athletics

·.

Athletics {Junior School) · .
School Team Participation (II)
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·.
·.
·.
· .
·.

·

· .

Ferguson

McNeil

Stewart

4

3
3/3
3
3/3
4
3
2/3
4
3
4
2

4/3
1

2
1/3
4

1
2/3
2

1/3
3
1
4/3
2
4
1
3

4/3
1
4
3/3
3
2
2
4

2/3
2
2
1/3
1
1
3
1

3/3
1

2/3
3

4/3
4

1/3
2

,

SPORTS RESULTS, 1973
INTERSCHOOL COMPETITION 1973
Swimming-I.G.S.A. Carnival
Placings: 1st St. Hilda's; 2nd. Methodist Ladies' College; 3rd P.L.C

Under 16 Champion: P.L.C Under 13 Runner-up: P.L.C

Life Saving-State Carnival
PLC Placings: Curran Cup, 3rd; Anderson Cup, 1st; Mme de Mouncey Memorial Cup, 2nd; Bader Memorial
Cup,3rd.
Tennis-School Championships
Senior-Singles: A. Rogers; Doubles: A. Rogers, W. Carlin.
junior-Singles: Judy Lange; Doubles: Judy Lange, S. Chrystal.
Tennis-I.G.S.A. Results

Perth College
St. Hilda's ..
Methodist Ladies'
Loreto
·.
Penrhos · .
St Mary's · .

JUNIORS

SENIORS

P.L.C
vs.

Score

Result

·.
·.
·.
·.
College
·.
·.
·.

6
4
4
5
6
6

Won
Won
Won
Won
Won
Won

·.
·.
·.

rubbers
rubbers
rubbers
rubbers
rubbers
rubbers

Result

to
to
to
to
to
to

0
2
2
1
0
0

Score

Won
Won
Won
Won
Drawn
Lost

5
4
5
5
3
5

rubbers to 1
rubbers to 2
rubbers to 1
rubbers to 1
rubbers all
rubbers to 1

Placings: 1st, Methodist Ladies' College (46); 2nd, P.L.C (42); 3rd, St. Mary's (40).
Pennants won by P.L.C: Senior, Junior "D".
Mursell Shield: 1st, P.L.C

Volleyball-I.G.S.A. Results
SENIOR
PLC
vs.

Methodist Ladies'
Penrhos · .
Perth College
St. Mary's · .
St. Hilda's ..

IIB

/lA"

College
·.

·.
·.
·.

·.
·.

·.
·.

JUNIOR

l'A

I /

'IBI/

'1

Result

Score

Result

Score

Result

Score

Result

Score

Won
Won
Won
Won
Won

3 to
2 to
3 to
2 to
3 to

Lost
Won

2 to 1
2 to 1

3 to 0
2 to 1

3 to 0
2 to 1

2 to
3 to
2 to
2 to
2 to

Won
Lost

Won
Won

Lost
Lost
Lost
Won
Won

Lost
Won

2 to 1
2 to 1

0
1
0
1
0

1
0
1
1
1

Placings: 1st, P.L.C and Penrhos (14); 3rd, Methodist Ladies' College (12).
Pennants won by P.L.C: Senior "A".
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Hockey-I.G.S.A. Results
SENIOR
P.L.C
vs.

JUNIOR

liB

I/A//

Methodist Ladies' College
Penrhos · .
·.
·.
Perth College
·.
·.
Loreto
·.
·.
·.
St. Mary's · .
·.
·.
St. Hilda's · .
·.
·.

liB

flAil

1/

II

Result

Score

Result

Score

Result

Score

Result

Score

Lost
Won
Won
Won
Won
Won

5 to
2 to
4 to
4 to
3 to
3 to

Lost
4 to 0
Won
6 to 0
Drawn Nil all
Won
13 to 0
Won
4 to 3
Won
Ho 0

Lost
Drawn
Lost
Lost
Lost
Drawn

3 to 1
1 all
HoO
2 to 0
HoO
Nil all

Lost
Won
Won
Won
Lost
Lost

3 to 2
3 to 0
Ho 0
5 to 0
HoO
2 to 1

1
0
0
0
0
2

Placings: 1st, Methodist Ladies' College (58); 2nd, St. Mary's (56); 3rd, P.L.C (49).
Pennants won by P.L.C: Junior "C'.

Netball-I.G.S.A. Results
SENIOR
P.L.C
vs.

/lB

I/AI/

Result
Methodist Ladies'
Penrhos · .
Perth College
Loreto
·.
St.Mary's · .
St. Hilda's · .

JUNIOR

College
·.
·.
·.
·.
·.

·.
·.
·.

·.
·.

Lost
Won
Won
Lost
Won
Lost

Score
35 to
25 to
14 to
19 to
40 to
21 to

14
23
10
14
20
20

Result
Lost
Won
Won
Won
Won
Won

I/B/I

'IA"

II

Score
26
37
17
25
33
51

to
to
to
to
to
to

22
12
8
24
7
9

Result
Won
Won
Won
Lost
Won
Won

Score
43 to 24
35 to 34
32 to 16
32 to 26
40 to 11
31 to 17

Result
Lost
Won
Won
Won
Won
Won

Score
19 to 2
16 to 7
17 to 8
19 to 16
17 to 12
39 to 5

Placings: 1st, Methodist Ladies' College (87); 2nd, P.L.C (76); 3rd, Loreto (46).
Pennants won by P.L.C: Junior "A".

Gymnastics-State

Interschool Cricket

Senior: 1st Methodist Ladies' College; 2nd P.L.C;
3rd, John Curtin Senior High School.
junior: 1st, Johr.l Curtin Senior High School; 2nd,
Methodist Ladies' College; 3rd, P.L.C
Calisthenics: 1st, Governor Stirling Senior High
School; 2nd, John Curtin Senior High School;
3rd, P.L.C
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P.L.C
vs.
John Curtin
Rossmoyne
Belmont ..

·.
·.
·.

Result
·.
·.
·.

Score

22 to 16
Won
Won 112 to 103
57 to 14
Won

Softball-I.G.S.A. Results
SENIOR

P.L.c.

"All

liB"

vs.

Perth College
Penrhos ..

·.
·.

Score

Result

Score

Result

Score

Result

·.

Lost

10 to 12

Draw

7 to 7

Won

19 to 1

Won

6 to 5

·.

Won

14 to 3

Lost

6 to 29

Lost

Lost

8 to 21

Lost

3 to 14

Lost

St. Hilda's

Won

20 to 13

Won

Won

16 to 1

Lost

10 to 12

St. Mary's
Sorento ..

liB 1/

flAil

Result

Methodist Ladies College

·.
·.
·.

JUNIOR

·.
·.
·.

4to 20

6 to 16

Score

Lost

13 to 14

Lost

3 to 5

26 to 5

Won

19 to 10

Won

3 to 2

Won

21 to 16

Won

18 to 5

Lost

12 to 16

Lost

14 to 15

Won

34 to 6

Won

34 to 3

ACADEMIC RESULTS, 1973
Secondary Schools' Commonwealth Scholarship Results, 1972
Sally Breidahl
Fiona Brine
Heather Cambridge
Wendy Carlin
Rebecca Clough
Gillian Cook
Philippa Davis
Andrea Davy
Louise Edinger

Lesley Ellies
Lissanne England
Anne Ford
Sandra Gibson
Katherine Giles
Anne Green
Hilary jasper
Annette Keightley
Susan Kyle
Beverley Lang

jane Lange
Virginia Lee
Pamela McNeill
Fiona Mellor
Carolyn Oddie
Kim Oldham
jane Parkinson
Suzanne Paterson
Susan Price
Angela Rogers

Cynthia Rowe
jennie Simpson
Ingrid Smith
Kerry Smith
Erica Wallace
joanne Weigold
Katherine Wilkin
Lesley Wintle
jane Young

D.A.S. Examinations
The following girls obtained a pass in the annual D.A.S. examinations.
Division 1

Division 2

Division 3

Division 4

1.
2.
3.
4.

1. W. Carlin
2. C. Oddie

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

B. Butchart
K. Fuller
L. Horton
S. Wilson

G. Burns
j. Challen
E. Clough
Astrid Smith
Elizabeth Thornbury
j. Vuletic

F. Baird
H. Codda
S. Fitch
E. George
j. Hunt
j. Langley
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Leaving Matriculation Examination
Resu Its, 1972
KEY:
Leaving Pass-L
Distinction in Leaving Pass-D
Matriculation Pass-M
Commonwealth Scholarship winners are denoted
by an asterisk-'

judith Adams: 3 L, 3 M
Susan Angeloni: * 6 L, 2 0, 4 M
Susan Arlidge: 5 L
Suzanne Baker: 6 L, 1 0, 4 M
Ann Barblett: 6 L, 1 0, 3 M
Wendy Bateman: 5 L, 3 M
Cathy Bean: * 6 L, 10,3 M
jennifer Burgoyne: 3 L
Susan Busby: 6 L, 1 0, 4 M
Sally Callander: * 7 L, 1 0,4 M
Cathy Campbell: 6 L, 2 0, 3 M
Linda Cartledge: 3 L, 3 M
Mary-Anne Chennel-Smith: 5 L, 2 M
Mary Clark: 6 L, 3 M
Gillian Cornish: 5 L
Alison Craig: * 5 L, 3 0,4 M
Robin Darling: 5 L,2 0, 3 M
Michelle Dercksen: 3 L, 1 0
Robyn Douglas: 5 L, 1 M
Kathy Duncan: 4 L, 2 M
Pamela Duncan: 6 L
Diane England: 6 L
Felicity England: 6 L, 2 M
Heather Finch: * 6 L, 6 0, 4 M, Gen. Exhib.
Beverley Forsyth: 3 L, 2 M
Louise Freemantle: 6 L, 2 M
Megan Gordon: 5 L
janette Gubgub: 6 L
judith Haigh: 6 L, 3 M
Vanessa Harrington-Hawes: 5 L, 2 M
Helen Hicks: * 7 L, 5 0,4 M
Stella Hoare: * 1, 3 0, 4 M
Christine Hodge: 3 L, 1 M
Ann Humphries: * 6 L, 4 M
Anne-Marie johnson: 3 L,
julie johnston: 6 L, 2 0, 2 M
Neryl jones: 4 L
Sian jones: * 6 L, 2 0,4 M
Verna jones: 6 L, 2 0
Gail Kealley: 5 L, 3 M
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judith Larkins: 6 L, 2 M
Kathleen Lavery: 6 L, 3 M
Suzanne Leitch: 4 L, 1 0, 2 M
Bairbre Lewis: * 6 L, 3 0, 4 M
Robyn Lewtas: 4 L, 2 M
Anne Lissiman : * 6 L, 4 M
Margaret Luckett: 5 L, 2 0
Deborah Mackay: 5 L, 1 0, 1 M
Meryl Malacari: 7 L, 4 0, 3 M
Helen McNeill: 5 L, 3 M
Kathy Milloy: 6 L, 10
Louise Morey: 5 L, 1 0, 3 M
Sheenagh Mouritz: 6 L, 1 0
Fiona Nichols: 5 L, 3 M
janice Nix: 6 L
Helen O'Dea: 6 L, 10,3 M
Kerry Oldham: * 6 L, 4 M
Gaynor Owen: 4 L
jillian Parker: 5 L, 1 0, 3 M
Anne Parnell: 6 L, 1 0, 4 M
Linley Pearcy: 5 L, 1, 0,4 M
Vicki Pilkington: 5 L
Lynne Porter: 4 L, 1 0
Rebecca Prentice: * 6 L, 40,4 M
Karen Reid: 4 L, 2 M
jean Robertson: * 6 L, 3 0, 4 M
jennifer Roesner: 6 L, 1 0
jennifer Rogers: * 6 L, 5 0, 4 M, Gen. Exhib.
Faye Sassella: 5 L, 1 0
Marion Saunders: 3 L, 1 0
Margaret Silcock: 4 L, 10,3 M
Lee Skelton: 5 L, 1 M
Kerry Slater: * 6 L, 5 0, 4 M
Diedre Smith: 7 L, 2 0, 2 M
Linda Smith: 5 L, 3 M
Penelope Smith: 4 L, 1 M
Kaye Soderlund: 5 L, 1 M
Alison Trotter: 5 L, 1 0, 3 M
Lesley Tuckwell: 7 L, 3 M
Margaret Turner: 6 L, 2 0, 4 M
Marina Van Mens: 5 L, 1 M
Susan Van Noort: 5 L
Linda Wayman: * 7 L, 2 0, 3 M
juliana Westlake: 6 L, 1 0, 3 M
janet Whelan: * 6 L, 3 0, 4 M
judith Wilton: 6 L, 2 0, 3 M

LEAVING STUDENTS
Back row, I. to r.: D. Dunbar, L. Herbert, H. Howard, M. Graham, C. Gordon, j. Barry, V. Archibald, K. Medway, j. Hunter,
S. Wilson, B. Butchart, L. Lagoda, S. Swift, W. Guest, M. Pearson, j. Riches, L. Biggin. Fourth row, I. to r.: ]. Hockey, A. Clarkson,
L. Reid, S. Brandenburg, R. Sullivan, R. McNeill, B. Snook, S. Harding, A. Wyle, j. Rose, R. Day, B. Coulter, L. Bateman, D. Hands,
j. Grant, C. Gorfin, K. Bennison, C. Davies, S. Matthews, H. Hay, j. Wilkinson,]. Newnham, P. Hendry, S. A. Turner, j. Anderson,
S. Mackay, A. Caldwell. Third row, I. to r.: L johnston, A. Forsyth, A. Leake, L. McKenzie, P. Gregson, j. Mitchell, j. Sawyer,
G. Kelly, D. Royal, D. leffert, ]. Bowen, R. Kenny, j. Digwood, j. Goldby. Second row, I. to r.: V. Vose, K. Fuller, T. Gunnell,
F. Menzies, P. Bovell, W. Twight, A. White, A. Stone. Front row, I. to r.: L. Horton, K. Smith, j. Adams, D. Lapsley, A. Barter,
N. Mouritz, ]. Last, E. jones, A. M. Shadbolt, A. Delroy.

STAFF MEMBERS
Back row, I. to r.: Mr. P. Ruse, Miss A. Dalley, Mrs. j. Eddington, Miss j. Albany, Miss j. Bower, Mrs. G. Bull, Mrs. F. Dharmalingam,
Miss S. Glynn, Mrs. S. Morison, Miss D. Butterfield, Mrs. K. Walker. Centre row, I. to r.: Mrs. j. D'Cruz, Mrs. j. Wallace, Miss R.
Vaughan, Mrs. E. Seow, Mrs. S. Brain, Mrs. j. Cresp, Mrs. S. Ng, Mrs. R. Baird, Mrs. R. Van Dongen, Mr. A. Veth, Rev. P. Lomas.
Front row, I. to r.: Mrs. B. Shield, Mrs. E. Prince, Mrs. P. Marsh, Mrs. G. Routley, Mrs. H. Day, Miss H. Barr (Principal), Mrs. G.
Binsted, Mrs. j. Hun~ Mrs. D. Edinger, Mrs. L. Goldflam, Mrs. P. Prevost.

WHO'S WHO AT P.l.C.
SCHOOL COUNCIL
The Moderator of the Presbyterian Church in W.A.,

Right Rev. Neil McGregor.
The Minister of St. Columba's Church, Rev. L. G.

Maley.
The Chairman, W. D. Benson, Esq., B.A, B.E., D.I.C,
M.B.E.
B. K. Bowen, Esq., B.Se.; W. L. Brine, Esq., A.AS.A.;
A E. Dry, Esq., F.CA.; j. S. Finney, Esq., AAP.T.C,
F.RAI.A; W. L. Lapsley, Esq., AASA, ACI.S.; j. C
Livingston, Esq., AASA, ACI.S.; A j. T. Marshall,
Esq., B.A., B.SdAgric.), Dip.Ed., ACI.V.; N. Milne,
Esq., MA, B.D.; j. F. Ockerby, Esq., F.CS.; Miss j.
Randall, MA, Dip.Ed.; Major A F. Shaw, R.E. (rtd.);
Miss A M. Tulloch, B.A., Dip.Ed.; Mrs. G. Barratt-Hill;
Mrs. F. j. Stimson.
Life Members: F. G. Barr, Esq., BA, Dip.Ed.; j. E.
Nicholson, Esq.; C H. Snowden, Esq., F.CI.V.; Miss
M. Stewart; R. D. Wilson, Esq., L.L.M., Q.C
Secretary of College: j. F. Ockerby, Esq., F.CA
Principal: Miss H. M. R. Barr, B.Ed., Dip.Ed.Admin.,
MACE.

STAFF
SENIOR SCHOOL
Full-time Staff: Mrs. H. Day, BA, Dip.Ed., L.Mus.,

L.TCL., AASA (Senior Mistress); Mrs. G. Binsted,
B. Se. (Econ.), Dip.Ed.; Miss j. Albany, BA(Hons.)
(Leic.), Dip.Ed.; Miss j. Bower, B.Sc.; Mrs. S. Brain,
BA, Dip.Ed.; Mrs. G. Bull, (T.C), Dip.H.5e.; Miss D.
Butterfield, (T.C), Diploma of Teaching; Mrs. S.
Campbell (Laboratory Assistant); Mrs. I. Cresp,
B.Sc.; Mrs. j. D'Cruz, BA (Maths.), B.Ed.; Mrs. F.
Dharmalingam, SA, Dip.Ed., FTCL., L.SDA;
Mrs. R. van Dongen, B.Se., Dip.Ed.; Miss M. Dorrington, L.Mus.; Miss A Dalley, (TC); Miss j. Dunn,
B.Ed., Dip.Phys.Ed.; Miss S. Glynn, ACI.A, Cordon
Bleu; Mrs. L. Goldflam (T.C); Mrs. H. Houghton,
BA(HonsJ (Hull); Mrs. I. L. Hunt (T.C), MA, FTCL.;
Rev. P. B. Lomas, H.N.C (Eng.); Mrs. P. Marsh,
(T.C), BA, L.TCL.; Mrs. j. Mell, Dip. Occupational
Therapy (Vic.); Mrs. S. Morison, Dip.Phys.Ed.;
Mrs. S. Ng Chie Heung, BA, ASDA; Mrs. A Pace,

Dip.Ed.See.; Mr. j. Patacsy, Dip.Ed. (Passau); Mrs. P.
Prevost, Baccalaureat Philosphe (Paris); Mrs. E.
Prince, Cert.Ed. (Northern Universities); Mrs. G.
Routley, (T.C); Mr. P. Ruse, BA, B.5e., Dip.Ed.;
Mrs. E. Seow, B.A. (Hons.), T.T.CDip. (N.ZJ; Mr. W.
Shaw, BA, AMusA,(T.C); Mrs. B. Shield, B.5e.
(Librarian); Mrs. R. Vaughan, (T.C); Mr. A Veth,
M.A. (Utrecht), (T.C); Mrs. K. Walker, (T.C); Mrs.
N. j. Wallace, (T.C), B.5e.; Mrs.W. Foster, L.R.5.M.
Part-time Staff: Mrs. E. Allen, (T.C); Mrs. R. Baird,
M.P.5., Ph.Ch., AT.CL.; Mrs. M. Ball; Mrs. K.Davies,
BA; Mrs. M. Gadsdon, AMusA; Miss R. Harrington,
(T.C), BA; Mrs. F. McCallum; Mr. A Marshall;
Rev. L. G. Maley; Mrs. N. Mason, L.TCL.; Mrs. A
Smith (Assistant Librarian); Mrs. E. Simmons,
L.R.5.M., AMusA
JUNIOR SCHOOL

Mrs. D. B. Tyler, (T.C) (Head of the junior School);
Mrs. M. Davies, (T.C); Miss D.Holmes, (TC); Mrs. M.
Williams, (T.C); Mrs. C Lord, (T.C); Miss S. Nicholas,
(T.C); Mrs. Conway, (T.C); Miss B. Stanwix, (T.C);
Mrs. V. Louden, (TC); Mrs. N. Read, (I.C).
OFFICE

Mrs. M. Cullen; Miss j. Hedemann; Mrs. Pearman;
Mrs. I. McGinn (part-time); Mrs. P. Welsh.
BOARDING HOUSE

Mrs. A O'Connor (Boarding House Supervisor); Mrs.
Bristow; Mrs. Dove; Sister Inkpen; Sister Sander
(part-time).

FORM CAPTAINS
1P
10
1N
1Q
2LT
2V
2U
2T
3,5

I. Mazzuchelli
K. Larsen
j. Cruikshank
R. Wilson
E. George
F. Malacari
D. Gamble
j. Roberts
j. Darling
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3H
3M
3K
4G
4C
4A
5E
5H
5,6
4B

B. Davies
V.Cook
M. Clark
B. Lang
A Rogers
F. Mellor
R. Kenny
V. Archibald
A Stone
K. Giles

